JOB ANNOUNCEMENT: POSITION OF PROGRAMME COORDINATOR
ABOUT THE ORGANISATION
Ayur Gyan Nyas ( Regd.) is a trust established in 2014 with blessings of HH Dalai Lama for
inculcating values in the younger generation of India. It is observed that the current education
system seems inadequate in instilling the inherent values of Care, Compassion, Kindness,
Honesty, Empathy and Altruism in students the effect of which is seen in depreciation of
human values and prevailing dismal situation.
Under its programme, teachers will be oriented and given an opportunity to practice values
like Care, Compassion, Kindness, Honesty, Empathy and Altruism. Teachers would then be
sensitized towards the needs of the students and provided with manuals that will help them
explain and practice values like Care, Compassion, Trust, Kindness, and Affection- build
proper understanding. This will be done with an objective to make children more receptive to
care and empower young people to develop into morally sound individuals with a strong
character. The steadily declining principles and ethics in the Indian society need to be taken
care of so that we can leave better younger generation for the world. With the help of trained
professionals school curriculum based on Secular Ethics will be designed and Trainers will
train the teachers to implement such specially designed curriculum and pedagogy.
OBJECTIVES OF THE PROJECT INCLUDE






To inculcate ethics and virtues in the education system through specially designed
curriculum and pedagogy
To foster educational environment conducive to ethical development of Younger
Generation by first making teachers more understanding, patient, empathetic and
compassionate and then sensitizing students to these core values
To provide educators with the tools and guides to practice and teach mindfulness
through easy and doable techniques
To teach students strategies to observe and control negative and destructive emotions
like anger, hatred, jealousy and malice and helping them assess their ill-effects on
them and others,
To create and inner and outer environment conducive to spiritual growth and ethical
development of students

ESSENTIAL QUALIFICATIONS
Key qualifications include:

1. A degree in education or social science is a must. Advanced qualification in
education or relevant social sciences is desirable but not necessary.
2. Minimum 7 years of work experience in the field of education.
3. Knowledge and understanding of Buddhist Philosophy and secular ethics
4. Knowledge of education sector and related issues, debates and contemporary
campaigns in India.
5. Fluency in written and spoken Hindi and English essential.
6. A self-starter with leadership and initiative, with capacity to trouble shoot, seek
assistance and guide/ supervise a team.
7. A team player with good inter-personal skills capable of consultative processes.
WHO CAN APPLY?





Students/scholars/researchers who have completed graduate or post-graduate studies
in education, public policy or other social sciences with experience in developing
pedagogical methodologies, module designing and conducting extensive research.
Teachers/trainers in as well as scholars/professionals from schools or universities
Staff of NGOs/CSOs working on education and related issues

JOB PROFILE/ RESPONSIBILITIES
The candidate will be responsible for the overall implementation and management of the
programme developing modules and design curriculums, organizing and conducting
workshops, exchange platforms including social media and production of IEC material. In
addition to this, the candidate will contribute to the organizational work, prepare reports,
make presentations, coordinate with other relevant educational institutions as required.
SALARY
Salary and benefits are comparable to the non-profit sector; and commensurate with
experience and internal equity.
HOW TO APPLY
The applicant should send a CV, a statement of interest [no more than two pages] stating why
the applicant is interested in the position and what the applicant brings to this role. The
application must be accompanied by one sample of written work and two references, one of
whom is from the last 3 years of work.
Only applications with the required attachments will be considered complete. It can be sent
by e-mail or to: ayurgyannyas@gmail.com
*Only short listed candidates will be informed for the first round of interview.

